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Abstract In five experiments, we extended the production effect—better memory for items said aloud than for items read silently—to paired-associate learning, the goal being to explore whether production enhances associative information in addition to enhancing item information. In Experiments 1 and 2, we used a semantic-relatedness task in addition to the production manipulation and found no evidence of a production effect, whether the measure was cued recall or item recognition. Experiment 3 showed that the semantic-relatedness task had overshadowed the production effect; the effect was present when the semantic-relatedness task was removed, again whether cued recall or item recognition was the measure. Experiments 4 and 5 provided further evidence that production can enhance recall for word pairs and, using an associate recognition test with intact versus rearranged pairs, indicated that production may also enhance associative information. That production boosts memory for both types of information is considered in terms of distinctive encoding.
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The production effect is the finding that saying a word aloud enhances memory as compared to reading a word silently (MacLeod, Gopie, Hourihan, Neary, & Ozubko, 2010). Although evidence of this effect appeared decades ago (Conway & Gathercole, 1987; Gathercole & Conway, 1988; Hopkins & Edwards, 1972), the phenomenon remained relatively unknown until 2010, when MacLeod and his colleagues (MacLeod et al., 2010) named the effect and brought it to wider attention. In a series of studies (Forrin, Jonker, & MacLeod, in press; Forrin, MacLeod, & Ozubko, 2012; Hourihan & MacLeod, 2008; Lin & MacLeod, 2012; MacLeod, 2011; Ozubko, Gopie, & MacLeod, 2011; Ozubko, Hourihan, & MacLeod, 2012; Ozubko & MacLeod, 2010; Ozubko, Major, & MacLeod, in press), they have suggested that various forms of production (such as speaking and writing) enhance future recall and recognition by creating a more distinctive encoding.

In the standard production effect experiment, subjects are asked to study a word list for an upcoming memory test by reading half of the words silently and the other half aloud. On a subsequent memory test, items that were read aloud (i.e., produced) typically show an advantage of 10%–20% over items that were read silently, whether the test is recognition (e.g., MacLeod et al., 2010) or recall (e.g., Lin & MacLeod, 2012). Variations have supported the robust nature of the effect and indicated that mouthing, writing, whispering, typing, and spelling also enhance memory, although typically not to the same degree as reading aloud (Castel, Rhodes, & Friedman, 2013; Conway & Gathercole, 1987; Forrin et al., 2012; Gathercole & Conway, 1988; MacLeod et al., 2010).

Certain boundary conditions do exist for the production effect, however. For example, the production task must require subjects to produce a unique response for each item; that is, saying “yes” in lieu of actually producing does not enhance future performance (MacLeod et al., 2010, Exp.4) although, interestingly, subjects think that it will (Castel et al., 2013). Critically, the production effect is largely limited to within-subjects designs in which the spoken items are intermixed.
with the silent items (e.g., Hopkins & Edwards, 1972; Jones & Pye, in press, MacLeod et al., 2010), although meta-analysis has suggested that a small effect may occur in between-subjects designs, as well (Fawcett, 2013).

This pattern of results has led several researchers (Conway & Gathercole, 1987; Ozubko & MacLeod, 2010) to suggest that producing a word does not enhance the overall strength of the word, but rather adds a distinctive “I said it aloud” record, relative to silent reading (Hunt, 2006, 2013; see also Ozubko et al., in press). MacLeod and colleagues (e.g., MacLeod et al., 2010; Ozubko & MacLeod, 2010) have advanced the argument that enhanced distinctiveness is responsible for the production effect. They suggest that producing a word results in a qualitatively different memory record than does silent reading and that, at retrieval, subjects are able to use this distinctive information as part of their decision process in determining whether an item is old or new: “I remember saying that item aloud, therefore I must have studied it.” Thus, the advantage of production is relative to reading silently. This account is consistent with the many studies (e.g., Dodson & Schacter, 2001; Hopkins & Edwards, 1972; MacLeod et al., 2010) showing that production manipulated as a between-subjects variable (with aloud and silent items in different pure lists) typically fails to enhance recall reliably. Furthermore, several studies have directly tested the distinctiveness hypothesis, with generally favorable results (Ozubko & MacLeod, 2010; Ozubko et al., in press; but see Bodner & Taikh, 2012, for a different interpretation).

In sum, the production effect appears to be a robust phenomenon resulting in a memory advantage for words spoken aloud as compared to words read silently. However, most published articles on the production effect have used old–new or two-alternative forced choice recognition tests (e.g., Hopkins & Edwards, 1972; MacLeod et al., 2010), or occasionally free recall tests (Conway & Gathercole, 1987; Lin & MacLeod, 2012; MacLeod, 2011), or even a fill-in-the-blank test (Ozubko et al., 2012). Thus far, no study has examined whether a production effect can occur in a standard cued recall setting, such as in the context of a paired-associate learning paradigm.

Ozubko et al. (2012, Exp. 2) did show a production effect with word pairs, but their subjects simply studied intact pairs of words and then took an old–new recognition test with other word pairs as distractors; at no point was one member of a pair used to cue the other, as in the standard paired-associate learning paradigm. Given the claim that the production effect is a robust, reliable phenomenon, it is important to investigate whether it extends to paired-associate learning. But this issue is not just about empirical generalizability: Importantly, paired-associate learning would also allow us to examine whether production can enhance the learning not just of item information, but also of associative information (see Hockley, 1991; Hockley & Consoli, 1999). Does production enhance memory for connections between items, as well as memory for the component items themselves? And if production does enhance paired-associate learning, what might the boundary conditions on that enhancement be?

The present series of experiments had their origin when two of the authors (A. L. P and H. L. R.) began to explore how different response modes during retrieval affected recall, both during a current test (can subjects recall more information by typing or speaking?) and on future tests (will typing or speaking on a current test lead to better recall in the future?) We began this research with an experiment (the present Exp. 1A) with the goal of demonstrating the production effect in cued recall before varying response mode at test (overt production vs. silent reading). We had wanted to determine whether production during study and during testing would produce additive effects on a final recall test. However, to our surprise, we failed to show the production effect. Consultation with the other two authors (J. D. O. and C. M. M.) led to the present series of experiments, to determine whether production could enhance recall in paired-associate learning and, if so, what conditions might be necessary for such an effect to emerge. Previous theorizing led to two different possibilities.

The first was that the production effect might not extend to cued recall, as it may only enhance item-specific information. Models of paired-associate learning suggest that a critical part of encoding pairs is strengthening the association between the cue and the target (McGuire, 1961). However, in a standard production-effect experiment, items are processed individually and require a unique response, both of which suggest that production may only enhance item-specific information, leaving the association between the cue and the target untouched (Humphreys, 1976). Furthermore, the recollective-distinctiveness account put forward to explain the production enhancement in recognition (MacLeod et al. 2010; Ozubko & MacLeod, 2010) suggests that production makes previously spoken items distinctive in the context of silently read items and lures, neither of which having been produced aloud. Indeed, distinctiveness theories typically suggest that item-specific processing enhances discrimination, which is consistent with this view of production (Hockley & Consoli, 1999; Hunt, 2006; Hunt & McDaniel, 1993; Nairne, 2006). This view suggests that production may only enhance item-specific information and may not assist in paired-associate learning, in which the association between a cue and a target must be strengthened.

A case can be made, however, for a second possibility—that production should enhance cued recall—because a case can be made that production encourages relational processing. First, research on the generation effect has indicated that although generation may disrupt listwide relational processing (see McDaniel & Bugg, 2008, for a detailed analysis of this issue), generation does enhance the associative link between a cue and a target (Hirshman & Bjork, 1988). The similarities between the production and generation effects (cf. MacLeod et al., 2010)
suggest that production should enhance the association between a cue and a target. Second, Yonelinas (2002) argued that subjects must use recollection to detect new associative pairings on a recognition test. Previous research has indicated that production enhances both recollection and familiarity (Ozubko et al., 2011), so production may also support associative learning. Finally, the production effect has been demonstrated in free recall (Conway & Gathercole, 1987; Lin & MacLeod, 2012; MacLeod, 2011), and success in free recall may be due to a combination of both item-specific and organizational processing, the latter of which entails encoding information about the relations among specific list items (McDaniel & Bugg, 2008). Granted, listwise relational processing is not identical to strengthening the association between a cue and a target (Mulligan & Lozito, 2004); however, the finding that production enhances free recall is an indication that production may support some relational processing, and thus may help strengthen the associative link between a cue and a target.

The goal of the present article is to examine whether the production effect extends to paired-associate learning and, if so, what the boundary conditions are. Beyond being a simple extension of the paradigm to cued recall, finding a production effect in paired-associate learning would also provide further evidence that production enhances recollection, and would further show that production can enhance the processing not just of item information, but also of relational information.

Experiment 1A was undertaken with the assumption that the production effect would extend to paired-associate learning; the failure to find an effect revealed a boundary condition of the production effect, and served as a starting point of our experiments. In Experiment 1A, subjects learned word pairs by speaking, typing, or reading them silently during study and then taking a cued recall test in which the left member of the pair was presented as a cue for recall of the right member. As noted, we found no production effect. In Experiments 1B, 2, and 3, we examined whether several procedures used in Experiment 1A prevented the production effect from emerging in that experiment, or whether production simply did not boost performance in paired-associate learning. We did find a production effect in paired-associate learning under somewhat different conditions than in the early experiments. Finally, in Experiments 4 and 5, we used a streamlined design to show a strong production effect in both cued recall and free recall. The addition of an associative recognition test after each recall test in these last experiments allowed us to examine directly whether production facilitated the learning of new associative information.

Experiments 1A and 1B

Experiment 1 was our first attempt to demonstrate the production effect in paired-associate learning. Subjects studied word pairs by reading each pair silently, by typing both members of each pair, or by saying both members of each pair aloud. Both typing and speaking the pairs constituted production. After studying each pair, subjects made a rating of the semantic relatedness of the word pair. This rating was included to ensure that subjects were encoding each word pair, as we were worried that they might not pay full attention in the silent-reading condition if no overt response was required. The two main questions were whether production could occur with paired-associate learning and whether speaking or typing would lead to a stronger production effect. On the basis of Forrin et al. (2012), if we were able to observe a production effect in paired-associate cued recall, we expected that spoken production would be more beneficial than typed production. In Experiment 1A, we used weakly related word pairs but, after seeing the results, we hypothesized that the relatedness of the words combined with the semantic-rating procedure might have resulted in too strong an encoding. We therefore switched to unrelated word pairs in Experiment 1B. Other than this difference, the two experiments were identical in procedure, and thus are reported together.

Method

Subjects In experiment 1A 24 subjects from Washington University in St. Louis participated for course credit or US$5. In addition, 20 subjects from the University of Waterloo participated in Experiment 1B for course credit or CAN$5. The target sample sizes for all experiments reported here were selected after observing fairly large effect sizes in previous studies on the production effect (e.g., MacLeod et al., 2010).

Materials and design For Experiment 1A, we used 45 weakly related word pairs generated from the University of South Florida Word Association, Rhyme, and Word Fragment Norms (Nelson, McEvoy, & Schreiber, 1998). Each word pair had a forward cue-to-target strength and backward target-to-cue strength of between .01 and .02, and each word was three to nine letters long (e.g., “sailor–anchor”). For Experiment 1B, we used 45 unrelated word pairs taken from the MRC Psycholinguistic Database (Wilson, 1988). These words were matched for length with the words used in Experiment 1A. An example unrelated pair is “approach–record.” Each set of 45 word pairs was divided into three groups of 15 pairs. The three groups of items were assigned to the different conditions (aloud, type, and read) and were counterbalanced across subjects. During the study phase, the word pairs were presented in red, blue, or green font, with each font color signaling a different condition. The colors and corresponding conditions were also counterbalanced across subjects.

Procedure Subjects were informed about the nature of the experiment and gave their informed consent. Before beginning the study phase, subjects completed a practice phase in
which they learned the task. Word pairs were presented in red, blue, or green font on a white background, and subjects were asked to respond by reading each pair silently, reading each pair aloud, or typing both members of each pair. The font color cued subjects how to respond: for example, red = read silently, green = type, and blue = read aloud. Throughout the experiment, subjects had an index card listing the color-to-condition pairings, to remind them of how to respond to each color. After completing the practice session, subjects began the study phase.

During the study phase, word pairs appeared on the screen for 4 s each. Subjects were asked (1) to read both the cue and the target of the pair silently and to continue reading silently until the pair left the screen (the read condition), or (2) to read both members of the pair aloud and to continue saying them aloud until the pair left the screen (the read-aloud condition), or (3) to type the pair into a text box once (the typed condition). The repeated-reading instruction departs from the standard production-effect instructions (MacLeod et al., 2010), but it was included to ensure that processing times for the aloud and silent items would be equivalent to those for the typed items. A second departure from the standard production-effect procedure was that, after processing each word pair, a semantic-relatedness prompt appeared, asking the subjects to indicate how related they thought the two words were, on a scale from 1 to 5. Subjects made their responses with the keypad, and the computer advanced after they had pressed the Enter key. A 500-ms interstimulus interval (a blank screen) appeared between trials.

After studying all of the 45-word pairs, subjects spent 5 min working on an unrelated distractor task (listing US presidents in Exp. 1A, or naming countries of the world in Exp. 1B). Finally, subjects took a cued recall test in which they were presented with a cue word (the left member of a pair) accompanied by a series of questions marks, both presented in black font to avoid any confound with the initial presentation color. Subjects typed their responses—intended to be the corresponding right member of the pair—and pressed the Enter key to submit their answers, after which they moved on to the next trial. When subjects could not recall an item, they just pressed the Enter key to move on. No time limit was imposed. The experiment lasted about 15 min; after finishing the cued recall test, subjects were thanked and debriefed.

Results and discussion

For all of the experiments reported, answers were coded as correct if they were obvious misspellings of the target word—for example, “anchr” for “anchor.” Any target word recalled in response to a different cue was counted as incorrect.

Performance on the cued recall tests in Experiments 1A and 1B, which failed to show a production effect, is presented in Table 1. Unsurprisingly, two separate one-way repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs) confirmed that no significant differences emerged between the conditions for Experiment 1A, F(2, 46) = 0.06, p = .945, η² = .003, or for Experiment 1B, F(2, 38) = 1.31, p = .28, η² = .064, suggesting that neither typing nor reading pairs aloud resulted in a production effect on a cued recall test. Post-hoc tests were not conducted.

No production effect emerged in this paradigm. Typing, speaking, and reading silently led to equivalent performance on a cued recall test, regardless of whether the materials were unrelated or weakly related word pairs. However, as noted, the design of these experiments departed from the standard production-effect paradigm. Could one of these modifications have prevented the production effect from occurring? First, the standard production effect only pits reading aloud against reading silently, whereas in the present experiments we used reading aloud, typing, and reading silently. It is possible that having three levels of production rather than two made the produced items less distinctive (i.e., two-thirds of studied items were produced in one form or the other). This consideration seems unlikely to account for our failure to obtain the production effect, however, because recent research by Forrin et al. (2012) has shown a production effect with multiple forms of production in the same experiment.

Second, including the semantic-rating task after encoding may have overshadowed any influence of production. The benefit to recall from the semantic-relatedness task may have been so powerful that it masked or eliminated the effect of production. This hypothesis may seem unlikely, in that performance on the test was hardly at ceiling in either experiment; in fact, performance was quite low in Experiment 1B, with the unrelated pairs (9% to 14% across conditions). The hypothesis is also in contrast to other results showing that production enhances memory above and beyond generation or a semantic-processing task (Forrin et al., in press; MacLeod et al., 2010, Exps. 7 and 8). However, those previous experiments had used single words, whereas in the present experiments we used paired associates. Given that cued recall requires a strong link between the cue and target members of pairs, it is possible that the semantic-relatedness task directly enhanced the associative link between cue and target more.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Aloud</th>
<th>Typed</th>
<th>Silent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>SE</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1A: Weakly Related Words</td>
<td>.69</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B: Unrelated Words</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
than any possible influence of production could. Experiment 3 directly addressed this issue.

Finally, a third possibility was that production might simply not benefit cued recall in paired-associate learning. As we mentioned earlier, one line of thinking suggests that production may enhance only item-specific information, and not the associative or relational information necessary for cued recall. If so, then producing word pairs should still enhance memory for the individual cue or target words—the item information. Thus, production should enhance recognition for the individual members of the word pair, even if it does not benefit associatively cued recall. Examining this possibility was the goal of Experiment 2.

Experiments 2A and 2B

The study phases of Experiments 2A and 2B were identical to those of Experiment 1, but the cued recall test was replaced with an old–new recognition test for the target words. If production enhances recognition for the targets when they are tested as individual items, this outcome would provide evidence that production enhances retention for the component members of word pairs if the items are tested individually. If this outcome were to occur, it would appear that production does not influence the associative link between the cue and the target; rather, it serves only to make the individual components of the pair—the items—more distinctive. The materials were the same as in Experiments 1A and 1B; Experiment 2A featured weakly related word pairs, and Experiment 2B featured unrelated word pairs.

Method

Subjects There were 18 subjects from Washington University in St. Louis in Experiment 2A, and 24 subjects from the University of Waterloo in Experiment 2B.

Materials, design, and procedure The same stimuli from Experiment 1 were used: weakly related word pairs for Experiment 2A, and unrelated word pairs for Experiment 2B. In addition, 45 new words were taken from each pool to serve as lures during the respective recognition tests.

The procedure was identical to that of Experiment 1, except that the cued recall test was replaced with an old–new recognition test for target members of the pairs (i.e., those studied on the right side of each pair). Subjects were not aware that only the target items would be tested. During the recognition test, an individual word appeared on the screen, and subjects were to decide whether they had seen that word during study. They responded by pressing the “n” key, if they thought that the word was old, or the “m” key, if they thought that the word was new. No time limit was imposed for each response.

Results and discussion

The hit rates and false alarm rate for Experiments 2A and 2B can be found in Table 2. Once again, no production effect emerged: Reading aloud and typing led to recognition performance equivalent to that of reading silently, both for the weakly related word pairs and for the unrelated word pairs. Two repeated measures one-way ANOVAs confirmed that study condition did not influence recognition, for either the weakly related word pairs, $F(2, 34)= 0.17, p = .848, \eta^2 = .01$, or the unrelated word pairs, $F(2, 46)= 1.15, p = .33, \eta^2 = .05$.

Thus, it appears that producing a word pair does not enhance future recognition of the individual target words, discrediting the hypothesis that the absence of a production effect in cued recall in Experiment 1 was due to production only influencing item-specific information in pairs. The outcome does not support the idea that production makes individual items within a pair distinctive while leaving interitem associative information untouched. It should be noted, though, that these results contrast with those of Ozubko et al. (2012, Exp.2), who did show a production effect for studied pairs. Using a recognition test containing studied pairs and unstudied pairs, they showed better recognition of pairs that had been studied by reading both words aloud. We suspect that the difference between the present result and that of Ozubko et al. (2012) is the presence of the semantic-rating task in our experiments but not in the prior experiments. We will document this point in Experiment 3.

We also conducted a set of experiments like the ones just reported, in which the final test was a free recall test. However, subjects who studied unrelated word pairs recalled only 1%–2% of the items, and subjects who studied weakly related word pairs recalled only 3%–7% of the word pairs. Obviously, no conclusions were possible due to floor effects. We decided not to pursue free recall, because bringing performance up to moderate levels would have necessitated making large changes to the study phase, and we wanted to keep the experiments as similar as possible.

Following Experiment 1, we discussed three hypotheses for why the production effect might not have occurred in cued recall: Typing and speaking in the same experiment might not allow for distinctive records to emerge, the semantic-relatedness task might somehow overshadow the production manipulation, and production might only enhance item-specific information and not associative information. The results of Experiment 2 discredit the third hypothesis. Given that previous research (Forrin et al., 2012) discounted the first hypothesis, Experiment 3 was designed to directly examine the role of the semantic-relatedness task in influencing
performance. We introduced a between-subjects manipulation: One group of subjects completed the semantic-rating task after encoding each word pair, whereas the other group simply moved on to the next study item without the semantic-rating task.

Experiments 3A and 3B

The goal of Experiment 3 was to determine whether the semantic-relatedness task included after encoding each word pair could have overshadowed any influence of production. To do so, we used two groups of subjects: One group rated the relatedness of the cue and target (as in Exps. 1 and 2), whereas the other group did not. We tested performance on both a cued recall test and a recognition test. (We also collected data with a free recall test, but, as mentioned above, floor effects prevented us from drawing any conclusions.) In both experiments, subjects studied weakly related word pairs, as in Experiments 1A and 2A. In fact, Experiment 3A was exactly the same as Experiment 1A (cued recall), with the addition of the between-groups manipulation. Experiment 3B was exactly the same as Experiment 2A (item recognition), with the addition of the between-groups manipulation. This design permitted us to replicate Experiments 1A and 2A.

We hypothesized that we would observe a Condition (read aloud, type, read silently) × Task (semantic rating or no semantic rating) interaction. If the semantic-rating task overshadowed any influence of production in the preceding experiments, we should see that typed or read-aloud items would be recalled and recognized better than items read silently without the semantic-rating task, but that items from the three conditions would be recalled or recognized equally well in the semantic-rating condition, as in the earlier experiments.

Method

Subjects All of the subjects in Experiment 3 came from Washington University in St. Louis. There were 48 subjects (24 in each condition) in Experiment 3A (with the cued recall test), and 48 subjects (24 in each condition) in Experiment 3B (with the recognition test). The subjects were randomly assigned either to the group with the semantic-rating task or to the group without that task.

Design, materials, and procedure Each experiment used a 3 (encoding condition: read aloud, type, read silently) × 2 (semantic rating: present vs. absent) design. Encoding condition was varied within subjects, and semantic rating was varied between subjects. The 45 weakly related word pairs from Experiment 1A were used. The experimental procedure was identical to that of Experiments 1A and 2A, except that half of the subjects were not asked to complete the semantic-rating task after each pair; instead of making a judgment after studying each pair, the subjects in this group simply moved on to the next trial. In Experiment 3A, a cued recall task was used as the final test; in Experiment 3B, a recognition test was used instead.

Results and discussion

Experiment 3A Figure 1 shows the results of Experiment 3A. Subjects who performed the semantic-rating task recalled significantly more items than did those without the rating task, showing the power of this manipulation. More importantly, and as predicted, performance was equivalent across the encoding conditions for the group that performed the semantic-rating task, whereas performance differed across the study conditions for the group that did not perform the semantic-rating task: For the first time in this series of experiments, we obtained the production effect. A 3 × 2 mixed model ANOVA revealed a main effect of encoding condition, F(2, 92) = 3.26, p = .043, ƞ² = .06, a main effect of semantic rating, F(1, 46) = 59.95, p < .001, ƞ² = .57, and a marginally significant interaction, F(2, 92) = 2.65, p = .08, ƞ² = .05. Given the specificity of our prediction, we also conducted two repeated measures one-way ANOVAs, one for each semantic-rating group, essentially treating each as a separate experiment. As expected, the ANOVA for the semantic-rating condition did not yield any significant variation among groups, F(2, 46) = 0.06, p = .95, ƞ² = .002, replicating Experiment 1A. The results for the group without semantic ratings, however, revealed significant variation among the conditions, F(2, 46) = 5.62, p = .007, ƞ² = .20. The read-aloud condition yielded significantly better cued recall than did the read-silently condition, t(23) = 3.45, p = .002, d = 0.57. However, the type condition did not differ significantly from either the read-silently condition, t(23) = 1.72, p = .098, d = 0.31, or the read-aloud condition, t(23) = 1.63, p = .117, d = 0.11. We
conclude that speaking pairs led to a production effect in cued recall when the semantic-rating task was removed from the procedure.

**Experiment 3B** A similar pattern of results emerged when an item recognition test replaced the cued recall test (see the hit rates in Fig. 2). Subjects in the semantic-rating group had good recognition memory, with hit rates above .80 and a false alarm rate of .10, but little variation among the three encoding conditions. Subjects in the group without semantic ratings, however, did show a production effect, with better recognition of items read aloud than of those typed or read silently; their false alarm rate was .16. A 3 × 2 mixed-model ANOVA revealed significant main effects of encoding condition, F(2, 92) = 4.49, p = .014, η² = .09, and of semantic rating, F(1, 46) = 18.92, p < .001, η² = .29, together with a significant interaction, F(2, 92) = 3.80, p = .026, η² = .08. In brief, a production effect occurred when there was no semantic-rating task, but not when the semantic-rating task was included. Two separate one-way repeated measures ANOVAs revealed no differences in recognition performance for the semantic-rating group, F(2, 46) = 0.37, p = .695, η² = .02, but the conditions did differ for the group without the semantic-rating task, F(2, 46) = 6.20, p = .004, η² = .21. Further comparisons for the group with no rating task revealed that items read aloud were recognized better than items read silently, t(23) = 3.58, p = .002, d = 0.62. Typed items were recognized marginally worse than items read aloud, t(23) = 1.96, p = .062, d = 0.29, but were not recognized differently from silently read items, t(23) = 1.65, p = .114, d = 0.29. Thus, items read aloud were recognized better than typed items or silently read items when no semantic-rating task was included.

In both Experiments 3A and 3B, we observed a numerical trend in the no-semantic-rating condition for the typed items to be remembered better than the silent items, but these comparisons did not reach significance. To gain more power to determine whether a production effect due to typing (relative to silent reading) occurred, we combined the cued recall results from Experiment 3A and the hit rates from Experiment 3B, with appropriate weighting of the means, which led to the following results: aloud M = .55, SEM = .04; typed M = .49, SEM = .04; and silent M = .43, SEM = .04. A 2 (experiment) × 3 (condition) ANOVA revealed a main effect of type of final test, F(1, 46) = 36.73, p < .001, η² = .44, with recognition of course being superior, and a main effect of production, F(2, 92) = 11.80, p < .001, η² = .204, but no interaction, F(2, 92) = 0.05, p = .950, η² = .001. Follow-up comparisons among the three conditions revealed that the items spoken aloud produced better performance than did the typed items, t(47) = 2.52, p = .015, d = 0.24, and that the typed items led to better performance than did the items read silently, t(47) = 2.37, p = .022, d = 0.24. Thus, with these combined data, we conclude that both speaking and typing are effective forms of production, relative to silent reading, although speaking confers a greater benefit.

The results of Experiments 3A and 3B provide strong evidence that production can enhance the learning of paired associates and that the null effects of the earlier experiments were due to the inclusion of the semantic-relatedness task. This outcome is somewhat inconsistent with the findings of MacLeod et al. (2010) and Forrin et al. (in press), who showed that production enhances retention after a semantic judgment task or a generation task, although of course we used a somewhat different task. Why does a production effect occur when semantic-orienting tasks are included in a single-word-list learning paradigm, but not when a semantic-rating task is used with paired associates? We think that the answer lies in the nature of the semantic task—whether it emphasizes item-specific or relational (associative) information. In the present experiments, rating how related the two words were encouraged the encoding of relational information or the building of

![Fig. 1](image1.png) **Fig. 1** Experiment 3A: Cued recall performance in terms of correct recall by the semantic-rating and no-semantic-rating groups as a function of study condition. Error bars represent standard errors

![Fig. 2](image2.png) **Fig. 2** Experiment 3B: Recognition performance in terms of hit rates by the semantic-rating and no-semantic-rating groups as a function of study condition. Error bars represent standard errors
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Experiment 4

The goal of Experiment 4 was to show a strong production

effect in a paired-associate learning paradigm involving just

reading aloud versus reading silently, like the single-word

production-effect experiments. Subjects studied paired associ-

ates by reading aloud or reading silently before taking a cued

recall test. Notably, subjects did not complete a semantic-

rating task during the study phase. To investigate the hypoth-

esis that production could enhance the learning of associative

information as well as item-specific information, after the

cued recall test, subjects also took an associative recognition

test in which the studied word pairs were presented as intact

studied pairs or as rearranged pairs consisting of the studied

cues and targets randomized into new word pairs. The asso-

ciative recognition test was included to test whether produc-

tion could enhance recognition for the pair as a unit, or

whether it only enhanced recall for the individual target when
given its cue. On the basis of the hypothesis that production
makes events more distinctive, we predicted that production
would enhance both cued recall and associative recognition.

Method

Subjects There were 62 subjects in Experiment 4. Of these,

40 were from Washington University in St. Louis, and 22

were from the University of Waterloo. Both sites ran ident-

tical experiments, so the two samples of subjects were

combined.

Materials The subjects studied unrelated word pairs. The

unrelated words from Experiment 1B and just the cue items

from Experiment 1A were combined into one pool. From this

pool, 20 random word pairs were created for each subject.

Procedure In Experiment 4, we used the same general pro-
dure as we had used in the earlier experiments. However, only

the read-aloud and read-silently conditions were used (i.e., the

typed condition was omitted), with no semantic-rating task

after encoding. In line with earlier work on the production
effect (MacLeod et al., 2010), the stimuli appeared in a blue or

white font on a black background. Subjects read the blue pairs

aloud and the white pairs silently. After studying all of the

word pairs, subjects took a cued recall test similar to the test in

Experiment 1.

Then subjects took an associative recognition test. In this
test, half of the word pairs (ten total: five silent and five aloud)
were presented exactly as studied. The other ten were

rearranged pairs: The cue from one pair was combined with
the target from a different pair. When rearranging pairs, words
were always combined with a word that had been processed in
the same way at study (i.e., both words were from aloud pairs
or both were from silent pairs). Thus, subjects were exposed to
ten intact pairs and ten rearranged pairs (five rearranged aloud
pairs and five rearranged silent pairs), one pair at a time. Subjects
were asked to identify whether they thought each pair was intact or rearranged by a keypress—“z” for “old” and
“m” for “new.” Subjects were not informed that both members
of rearranged pairs had always been processed in the same
way at study. No time limit was imposed for the associative
recognition test. The entire experiment took about 20 min.

Results and discussion

The results reported are for the combined data sets from
the University of Waterloo and Washington University. Analyzing each data set individually yielded the same

pattern of results.

Cued recall Reading a pair aloud (M = .29, SEM = .03)
yielded better cued recall performance than did reading silent-
ly (M = .18, SEM = .02). A paired-samples t test confirmed
that this difference was significant, t(61) = 5.25, p < .001,
d = 0.54. Production enhanced cued recall, replicating the
finding that production enhances paired-associate learning—as long as no semantic-relatedness rating task follows encoding.

**Associative recognition** The first row of Table 3 presents the proportions of “old” responses on the associative recognition test. Responding “old” to an intact pair constituted a hit, and responding “old” to a rearranged pair represented a false alarm. Production helped in correctly identifying intact pairs: Saying a pair aloud yielded more hits than did reading a pair silently, $t(61) = 3.55, p = .001, d = 0.62$. Production did not, however, reduce false alarms for the rearranged pairs: Saying a pair aloud yielded a false alarm rate—32—identical to that for reading a pair silently, $t(61) = 0.08, p = .940, d = 0.25$.

Further analyses revealed that $d’$ was higher for read-aloud items ($M = 1.07, SE = 0.04$) than for silently read items ($M = 0.79, SE = 0.05$), $t(61) = 2.20, p = .032, d = 0.38$, confirming the conclusion that production enhanced discriminability.

Of course, the results of the associative recognition test were likely influenced by performance on the prior cued recall test. Retrieving an item should make it easier to remember that item again in the future (see Roediger & Karpicke, 2006, for a review of testing effects): Because subjects recalled more aloud items than silent items on the cued recall test, the enhanced discrimination seen for the intact aloud pairs over the intact silent pairs could be due to retrieval practice effects. One way to overcome this concern would be to examine performance on the associative recognition test for pairs that were not recalled. These data are shown in Table 4, although they must be interpreted with caution, due to the low numbers of observations (3.88 observations per item type per subject).

For the intact pairs not correctly recalled, recognition of read-aloud pairs remained better than recognition of read-silently pairs, $t(60) = 1.94, p = .057, d = 0.36$. For the rearranged pairs not correctly recalled, subjects still committed false alarms at the same rate for aloud and silent pairs, $t(59) = 0.25, p = .804, d = 0.03$. Analyses using $d’$ revealed that, consistent with the overall analysis, the aloud pairs ($M = 0.75, SE = 0.13$) led to numerically greater discrimination than did the silent pairs ($M = 0.59, SE = 0.13$), although the difference was not significant, $t(59) = 1.13, p = .265, d = 0.21$. Given that the same general pattern of results occurred with both the full and conditional analyses, and given the small number of observations for the conditional analyses, at least some benefit of production seems to have occurred for the intact pairs, but not for the rearranged pairs.

The outcome of Experiment 4 indicates that production enhances the cue-to-target associative link. If production only enhanced item-specific information, performance should have been equivalent regardless of whether the pair was intact or rearranged, because subjects would be responding only on the basis of the distinctiveness of the individual items. However, this was not the case. In saying the pair aloud, subjects appeared to have created a more distinctive record for that pair; this conclusion is supported by the finding that when studied pairs were broken up (with both words in the rearranged pairs being from the same original encoding condition, read aloud or read silently), false alarm rates were identical for aloud and silent pairs.

**Experiment 5**

Experiment 5 was identical to Experiment 4, except that the initial test was free recall (of cues and targets) instead of cued recall. We expected to replicate the pattern seen in Experiment 4.

**Method**

**Subjects** There were 64 subjects in Experiment 5: 40 from Washington University in St. Louis, and 24 from the University of Waterloo.

**Materials and procedure** The materials and procedure were identical to those in Experiment 4, except that the cued recall test was replaced with a free recall test. Subjects were told to recall as many words as they could, both cues and targets. Subjects typed each word that they remembered into a text box and pressed Enter to save their response. When they could not recall any more words, subjects took the associative recognition test.

**Results and discussion**

As with Experiment 4, the results are for the combined data set; however, the same pattern emerged when the data from the University of Waterloo or from Washington University were analyzed. As anticipated, the general pattern of results was similar to that found with the cued recall test in Experiment 4.

**Free recall** A production effect emerged in free recall. As compared with reading a word pair silently at study ($M = .16, SEM = .02$), producing a word pair aloud ($M = .27, SEM = .02$) yielded better recall of the targets, $t(63) = 4.65, p < .001, d = 0.71$. The same pattern was found when just cues or both cues and targets were analyzed. This outcome replicates previous work showing that the production effect enhances free recall.
commit more false alarms for the aloud items than the silent items, \(t(63) = 2.05, p = .044, d = .36\). Comparing \(d'\) for the two conditions revealed that the aloud pairs (\(M = 0.84, SE = 0.08\)) were discriminated better than the silent pairs (\(M = 0.64, SE = 0.08\)), and that this difference approached significance, \(t(63) = 1.93, p = .058, d = .29\). This pattern replicated the pattern found when all items were included in the associative recognition test analyses, providing further evidence that production increased both hits and false alarms.

The correct recognition of intact pairs replicates the results from Experiment 4, which indicated more hits for intact pairs after production than after silent reading. As before, we can interpret the production effect for the intact pairs as an indication that production helped to strengthen the associative link between the cue and the target. Unexpectedly, subjects were better at rejecting rearranged silent pairs than rearranged aloud pairs (a kind of “negative production effect”). Perhaps previously recalling some cues and some targets increases the familiarity of both members of studied pairs, so that subjects would false alarm to the rearranged pairs more after production than after silent reading, because both members of rearranged pairs seemed so familiar after production and recall (even though the cue and the target were produced separately). If so, this would explain why the same pattern did not occur in Experiment 4, where only targets, and not cues, were recalled when cued recall was the initial test format. Regardless of why increased false alarms may have occurred for the aloud items, however, the \(d'\) and conditional analyses supported the conclusion that discrimination is better for read-aloud pairs than for read-silently pairs.

### General discussion

The two main questions motivating these experiments were (1) whether the production effect could occur in paired-associate learning, and (2) if so, whether production would enhance item-specific information, relational information, or both. We also examined the effect of a semantic-rating task on recall and whether multiple forms of production at study
(reading aloud and typing) would each enhance recall (and, if so, whether reading aloud or typing would lead to stronger effects).

We reported several interesting new results. First and foremost, we showed a production effect in paired-associate recall in Experiments 3A and 4. Experiment 3 indicated that the failure to find any benefit of production in Experiments 1 and 2 was due to the inclusion of a semantic-rating task in the earlier experiments that had overshadowed the value of production. Second, Experiments 3A and 3B, which included both typing and reading aloud as forms of production, yielded results consistent with those of other published studies (Forrin et al., 2012) indicating that reading aloud yields a larger production effect than does typing. Finally, and most important, production benefited both paired-associate recall and pair recognition, indicating that production enhances the associative link between the two elements of a pair, a component of pair-associate learning that is essential for successful cued recall (McGuire, 1961).

Experiment 3 showed that the semantic-rating task in Experiments 1 and 2 prevented the production effect from emerging. One explanation is that semantic rating of pairs is so powerful a manipulation relative to production that it swamped any effect of production, as was discussed in a previous section. On the other hand, MacLeod et al. (2010) and Forrin et al. (2012) have shown that production can enhance retention above and beyond a generation task, which suggests that the way in which production enhances associative information is different from how it enhances item-specific information. One difference between our research and prior work that had also used deep-encoding tasks (Craik & Lockhart, 1972) is that production occurred before the “deep” manipulation in our research, but occurred after the manipulation in the prior work. Whether this difference is critical or whether semantic-relatedness judgments in paired-associate learning simply render production ineffective must await future research.

Until now, production has only been shown to benefit item memory. In that context, the distinctiveness account (Conway & Gathercole, 1987; MacLeod et al., 2010) provides a clear mechanism through which such an advantage would occur. Namely, if a subject can remember having said a word aloud, that word was likely to be studied and could be recognized as “old.” The findings of the present experiments reveal that production also provides a benefit to associative memory, yet this benefit does not appear to be readily interpreted within current conceptualizations of distinctiveness that have emphasized item-specific distinctiveness. How, then, does a distinctiveness account explain the benefits of production on associative memory?

One possible explanation is that production may encourage distinctive associative encoding that assists later recollection, or at least that it may do so more than does reading a word pair silently (cf. Ozubko et al., 2012). Yonelinas (2002) argued that recollective processes are critical for successful performance on associative recognition tasks, so perhaps production of a pair enhances recollection, which in turn assists with associative recognition. Under such an account, reading a word aloud encourages distinctive encoding by producing a more unitized event, owing to speaking both words aloud; stated differently, when spoken aloud, the two words form a greater associative bond than they do when they are both read silently, which in contrast may lead to greater processing of words individually (but not their associative relation). Furthermore, such encoding permits recollective retrieval. Thus, producing a word or word pair is more likely to produce a distinctive trace that, at test, can assist recollection in associative memory tasks. If subjects are also given semantic-relatedness tasks, as in Experiments 1–3, they form a powerful distinctive association, and perhaps that is why that production no longer adds any benefit.

In sum, the experiments reported here extend the production effect from a mnemonic benefit for item information alone to a benefit for both item and associative information. The results also show a boundary condition for the production effect in paired-associate learning: A semantic-relatedness task that follows speaking and silent reading of the pairs eliminates the effect. Although this manipulation provides a limit to the influence of production on associative memory, understanding how production influences associative recall and recognition may provide key insights into this phenomenon, as well as highlight new ways that production may be useful in educational settings. The data provided here are broadly consistent with a distinctiveness account of the production effect, although fully delineating the mechanism behind production’s benefit to associative memory will require further work. Regardless, the present research highlights that the production effect is a straightforward, robust, and effective mnemonic that can be used to enhance memory for both single items and paired associates, implicating roles in both item and associative learning.
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